Carroll Dunham Paintings A M Homes
carroll dunham: new paintings - gagosian - ronald jones, "the funny biology of evil," carroll dunham:
selected paintings, 1990-95, school of the museum of fine arts, boston, ma, 1995 . gagosian gallery los
angeles is pleased to announce an exhibition of new works by carroll dunham. carroll dunham gladstonegallery - in recent paintings, he appears splayed out across asymmetrical diptychs, exposed and
vulnerable, as if dunham ponders the question of survival at what cost. carroll dunham was born in 1949 and
currently lives and works in new york and in the studio: carroll dunham - blum & poe - simonini, ross.
“carroll dunham: in the studio,” art in america, january 2016. page 1 of 7 early last fall, i spoke with carroll
dunham at his drawing ... sense of humor is reflected in his paintings, with their fairytale depictions of a
psychosexual shadowland. for the last 10 years, his images have almost exclusively depicted ... carroll
dunham exhibition catalogues and monographs - carroll dunham exhibition catalogues and monographs
2018 carroll dunham: any day, mud men, green hills of earth, dusk, last rites, left for dead. carroll dunham sheldonartgallery - carroll dunham born new haven, ct 1949 for more than forty years, carroll dunham has
pushed the boundaries of abstraction, figuration, and sexuality in a unique body of work that draws from
surrealism, abstract expressionism, and pop art. in the 1980s, dunham achieved recognition for colorful,
explosive paintings on garcia, katheryn. “carroll dunham and becoming woman ... - “carroll dunham
and becoming woman.” interviewmagazine, december 21, 2012. carroll dunham and becomingw oman by
kathryn garcia | december 21st, 2012 to follow the trajectory of the work of the artist carroll dunham is to
embark on the birth of a universe of metaphor. its inception begins with colorful, abstract paintings on wood
veneer of picasso-2 - carroll dunham - pablo picasso gagosian gallery, new york carroll dunham ... and
these later paintings are much sought aftei because they are both powerful and far more affordable than his
284 early canvases." if there is an afterlife, the thoroughly ... carroll dunham a new york-based k. miller,
francine, “carroll dunham: addison gallery of ... - carroll dunham addison gallery of american art
celebrated since the 1980s for his cartoonishly surreal paintings on wood veneer, carroll dunham is also a
prolific and ingenious print- maker. since he began making prints in 1984, in collaboration with universal
limited arts editions, the artist has created many litho- carroll dunham in conversation with phong bui carroll dunham in conversation with phong bui by phong bui ... 2009), the painter carroll dunham paid a visit to
art international radio to talk about his life and recent body of work. phong bui (rail): can we begin with the
issue of blindness of your characters, which has been briefly ... and then worked my way up to big paintings.
there were ... published march 12, 2012 carroll dunham opens windows for ... - carroll dunham i had
four rooms, and i wanted the exhibition to be very diverse. if i had six rooms, i would have made it even more
diverse. as i go along in life, i tend to be ... billy's paintings are the most windowlike in the way that they frame
life. dunham, carroll. “head over wheels,” artforum. april 1997 ... - dunham, carroll. “head over wheels,
... time driving, you get whiffs of peter's paintings constantly—the anonymous character in your rear- view
mirror, or the one you're tailgating. thinking about his work, i remembered how cars functioned in my
childhood imagination. first the realization herriman, kat, “two art world heavyweights discuss ... carroll dunham (left) and michael williams catch up in cornwall, conn. credit john gruen. two art world
heavyweights discuss paintings and parenting. the artists michael williams and carroll dunham meet up in the
connecticut countryside to continue a conversation . that’s been years in the making.
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